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Exposure to Sunlight 

These tests make it possible to determine the 
resistance of any part carrying liquids or air in 
vehicles. The fluid may be circulated hot or 
cold, and certain tests can even combine 
stress, by adding vibration, for example. This 
gives a genuine vehicle configuration, thus 
ensuring the representativeness of the test 
itself. 

Pressure Tests UV photo-ageing 

The analytical chain of characterization of the volatile compounds is made up of 
a thermo emission injector or a headspace coupled with a  gas chromatograph 
and with a mass spectrometer or a FID detector. The approach is both 
quantitative and qualitative and allows the analysis of the total VOC and the 
volatile compounds identification. Other volatile compounds measurements can 
be carried out, in particular formaldehyde emission measurement and volatile 
research amine type. 

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) 
Chemical Analysis 
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SERCOVAM has a Sensory Analysis laboratory 
equipped with an air-conditioned evaluation room 
made up of eight separate measurement cubicles 
(photo) and one independent preparation room. 
The sensory analysis is performed by five subjects 
trained and qualified. The studies cover two fields: 
evaluation of fragrant intensity and identification of 
the nature of the odour. The evaluation can be 
done on materials or parts, in small bottles or bags. SERCOVAM has set up a panel 
of eight experts with a special feel for their work who are trained in producing 
tactile profiles. 

Olfactory & Tactile Sensory Analysis The mechanical tests laboratory is equipped for 
testing tensile strength, compression, elongation 
and fatigue, thus meeting the majority of the 

standards in force of those 
fields. SERCOVAM is also 
equipped with a falling weight impact tester. The instrumented 
impact test allows to determine the breaking energy and the 
behaviour to shocks by puncture of materials under test. Tests 
are mainly performed according to ISO 6603-2 or ISO 7765-2, 
at cold or hot temperature (from -70 to + 150 °C). 

Mechanical Tests 

www.sercovam.com/en 
    ONLINE TESTS 

Browse our database and get a quotation in a very short time 

SERCOVAM 
TESTS LABORATORY 

SERCOVAM is equipped with several vibration 
appliances : two 26 kN vibrators with table, one 13 kN 
vibrator with table, one 13 kN vibrator fitted with a 
climatic chamber enabling performances from –40°C 
to +150°C, two 10 kN vibrators fitted with climatic 
chambers enabling performances from –40°C to  
+150°C, two shock machines, one shaking machine. 
The vibration machines are fitted with devices capable 
of generating climatic environments thus enabling the 
combination of vibratory, thermal and hydraulic 

stresses (cycled pressure) coming in many cases close to actual conditions of 
use. Certain tests can even combine up to five different forms of stress. 

Vibration Testing 

Three cabins from 14 to 84 m3 allow to test the 
resistance to solar light without UV of vehicle parts. 
This test simulates the degradation experienced by a 
vehicle exposed to sunlight for long periods. The tests 
are accredited by RENAULT. 

Our ultraviolet ageing laboratory is equipped to 
meet substantial demand, being equipped with no 
less then 30 machines enabling the application of 
the numerous constructor standards or testing 

methods : CI 3000, CI 
35, XENOTEST 150S, 
XENOTEST 1200, CXW, 
CDMC, XENOTEST 450, UV-CON, XR35, CLIMATRON, 
DELSOL … Laboratory accredited by the COFRAC 
and recognised by the major car companies. 

Fogging 
SERCOVAM has several fogging benches that can 
characterise the phenomenon whereby volatile 
products given off by passenger cell materials 
condense on windows, and particularly on the 

windscreen and rear window. SERCOVAM can quickly produce sets of results for 
customers that are characterised by measurement such as the brightness, 
gravimetric analysis, light transmission and haze. This testing complies with the 
international standards and the test methods specified by the main car 
manufacturers. The laboratory is accredited by the COFRAC and RENAULT. 

In the field of laboratory testing there is a 
multitude of devices and test methods that 
estimate and characterise the durability of 
the appearance of parts or materials: 
abrasion, car-wash brushes, impacts, 
rubbing, chipping, grit-blasting, cross-

cutting, scratching, 
marking, staining, etc. 
are all wear phenomena that products may have to resist, 
depending on their intended use. 
These tests are applicable to the broadest range of 
materials: plastics, rubbers, paints, varnishes, metals, 
textiles, leathers, glass, wood, foams, etc. 

Appearance tests 

Corrosion tests, by creating an artificial and 
controlled corrosive atmosphere, allow 
testing the resistances of materials and 
protection layers, but also the toughness of 
mechanical or electrical parts. The 
numerous devices of the Corrosion Lab can 
provide tests following the major test 
methods and norms: Salt Spray Mist, 

R E N A U L T 
ECC1, PSA TCAC, 3C, CCT-1, SWAAT Test, H2S/
SO2/NO2/Cl2… A large number of climatic 
chambers enable climatic cycles to be run using 
heat, cold and humidity. These facilities also 
include RTV chambers (Rapid Temperature 
Variation) and air-air or liquid-liquid thermal 
shocks. 

Corrosion and Climatics 
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